Changes to the program or the management conditions
If necessary (e.g. change of the weather ...) the department or course instructor can change the course location at short notice or cancel the course early, in extreme exceptional cases even cancel it completely. If the course location is changed at short notice for the above reasons, the costs for travel, accommodation and meals may change considerably.
A change in the management conditions or the course location does not entitle the participant to withdraw from the contract or to claim damages.

Directions
As far as possible the journey is by train; otherwise by car of course participants, course instructors or by the minibus of the ZHS Booster club. Arrival at your own risk; the Free State of Bavaria and the TU Munich assume no liability for damages.
In order to make the journey to and from the course as inexpensive and environmentally friendly as possible, a list of participants with detailed course information and e-mail addresses will be sent out approx. 3 weeks before the start of the course to form carpools. The organization of the journey is not the task of the course leader, but of the participants!

Requirements: Technique / Condition
The information box on technical and physical requirements represents the minimum requirement for the respective course or the most demanding day stage of a tour. On this basis, it must be assessed honestly and conscientiously before booking whether personal ability is sufficient for participation in the course or tour advertised. In the case of insufficient technical abilities and insufficient physical condition, there is an increased risk of self-endangerment and external danger. Under certain circumstances it may not be possible to carry out the tour safely. As a consequence the instructor can exclude affected participants, see exclusion of participants. The expected requirements may differ slightly from the actual requirements of the tour (weather and conditions).

Level of training
Training courses and the learning content they deal with build on each other. The course mentioned here or your own experience and knowledge are an absolute prerequisite for participation in the course or tour described.

Exclusion of participants
For safety reasons, course instructors have the right to exclude participants if defects (equipment, qualification, suitability) are discovered or if safety instructions are not followed.

Equipment
See: www.zhs-muenchen.de | Download Center. (Mountaineering Summer Check List) Note: Some of the equipment is provided during the courses.

Costs
The course fee includes the costs for the course, the instructor, material if necessary and only in exceptional cases the accommodation (explicitly stated). Further costs such as travel, accommodation and meals are to be paid by the participant during the event. The prices for overnight stays with half board are currently between 35,- and 70,- / day and person in cabins and simple guesthouses. If an overnight stay on several days should take place on huts of the alpine associations (DAV, ÖAV, SAC, AVS, CAI, CAF, etc.), for cost reasons the membership is recommended with the German alpine association (DAV). For membership see: www.alpenverein.de.

Cancellation at short notice (10 days and less):
Cancellation costs incurred by the accommodation provider will be charged to the participant! For organizational reasons, a cancellation to the course instructor is absolutely necessary!